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Delta Max 2000 Portable Power Station

RFI Line Items

ECPU:ESTIMATED COST P/UNIT    PMP:POTENTIAL MINIMUM PURCHASE    PAP:POTENTIAL ANNUAL PURCHASE    PF:PURCHASE FREQUENCY    ETD:ESTIMATED DELIVERY TIME

Product name MFR MFR product # Min qty PMP ETD Details

1 The EcoFlow Delta Max 2000 is a powerful battery powerhouse that is green, 

quiet, and capable enough to juice up high wattage appliances. You will love 

using this power station to power up your electronics and tools. Use it for 

fieldwork, camping, events, construction, parties, gatherings, and a power 

backup at home. It packs a 2,106 watt-hour capacity and delivers 2,400 watts 

of power, which is more than enough for high power devices and electronics 

such as power tools, large-screen TVs, toasters, mini-fridge, and speakers. It 

comes with an X-Boost that can deliver up to 5,000 watts of surge power for 

power hungry tools. The Delta Max 2000 also includes USB-A and USB-C 

outlets for mobile devices. You can bring this power station on distant 

adventures and have power. Have it in your home as a power backup, or 

carry or use it anywhere. The EcoFlow Delta Max is somewhat portable, 

measuring only 19.6” inches L x 9.5” inches W x 12” inches H, or the size of a 

large cooler. It weighs only 48 lbs. It can be easily carried by one person and 

transported in a car. You can bring it on road trips! The EcoFlow Delta Max 

2000 is the world’s fastest charging portable station. Hook it in the house’s 

wall outlet, and it will reach from 0% to 80% in just 65 mins with X-Stream 

charging. Just plug it when empty, and it will be ready to use in just a short 

while. Or, you can charge it with the car outlet or two 160-watt solar panels, 

and it will be full in four to eight hours.  It is powered by the latest NCM 

lithium batteries, which are lightweight, have a very high power capacity, and 

have excellent longevity (more than 800 cycles to 80% capacity). The unit, 

when fully charged, has a shelf life of one year.  The EcoFlow Delta Max 2000 

comes with (6x) 120V AC outlets, (4x) USB-A outlets, (2x) fast-charge USB-C 

outlet, (2x) DC5521 outlets, and (1x) 12-volt car outlet. The unit has a 

complete set of safety features, including over-voltage, overload, overheat, 

short circuit, low temperature, low voltage, and overcurrent protection. It 

charges to full quickly, and you can also charge the power station with solar 

panels. The device also connects to a mobile phone app to monitor the watt 

usage and charge levels. 
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